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• In his seminal « Polysystem studies », published in 1990, Itamar 
Even-Zohar states that when an interference occurs between 
two literary systems the imported repertoire is found on arrival 
- that is, in the literary system of reception - schematized and 
impoverished. 

 

• On the other hand, according to Even-Zohar, the multiple 
functions that the original repertoire filled in the starting system 
would be reduced in the arrival system. 



• Notwithstanding, Even Zohar himself explains that sometimes 

the opposite happens, that is to say that the arrival literature is 

susceptible, "in certain contexts not -simplified, non-regularized, 

non-schematic", to elaborate, even to complicate, the models or 

repertoires of origin. 

 

• The reading of the detective novels of Itxaro Borda suggests to 
us the possibility of seeing Even Zohar's counter-law verified, 
that is to say the possibility of seeing a literary form of the 
center - in this case the detective novel - adopted and 
complicated by an author from a peripheral literature system. 



1-AN AMBITIOUS LITERARY PROJECT 

Itxaro Borda: "I will discuss in these works the territoriality of the Basque 

Country, the decline of Basque as well as the actions undertaken for its 

recovery. After a first volume whose action is located in Soule, I go to the 

Mixe Country, writing in the local variety of the Basque language. Then I go 

to the Ribera of Navarra, and from there to Bilbao or Alava. The end will 

be in San Sebastian, in a movement from the periphery to the center 

"(Argia, 1994, 57). 



NOVELS FORMING THE 
« AMAIA EZPELDOI » 

HEXALOGY 

• -Bakean ützi arte [Until we get peace], Susa, 
1994 (the action takes place in the province of 
Xiberoa). 

• -Bizi nizano munduan [As long as I live in the 
world], Susa, 1996 (the action takes place in the 
province of Baxe-Nafarroa). 

• -Amorezko pena baño [A Heartache], Susa, 1996 
(the action takes place in the province of 
Nafarroa). 

• -Jalgi hadi plazara  [Get out on the square], 
Susa, 2007 (the action takes place mainly in 
Bilbao and partially in Vitoria). 

• -Boga boga [Vogue, vogue], Susa, 2012 (the 
action takes place in Baiona). 

• -Ultimes déchets [Ultimate waste], Maiatz, 2015 
(the action takes place in Baiona and the 
province of Basse-Navarre). 
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GEOGRAPHICAL 
DISPLACEMENT OF THE 

ACTION OVER THE 
EPISODES 



ITXARO BORDA INTENDS TO 
EMBRACE THE TOTALITY OF 

BASQUE TERRITORIALITY 
AND BASQUE-SPEAKING 

IDENTITY BY BORROWING 
PARADOXICAL LITERARY 

PATHS 

• The rehabilitation of dialects - after long 
decades of struggle for linguistic and literary 
modernization around the unified Basque - 
could be taken as a nostalgic temptation. 

• And yet it would be a mistake to reduce 
Borda's linguistic gesture to that. For one 
can simultaneously and paradoxically make a 
postmodern reading. 

• It intends to transform these wounded 
dialects become peripheral in the modern 
Basque cultural system into denunciatory 
weapons of the new linguistic and cultural 
order. 

• Borda offers us a foutraque and irreverent 
postmodern linguistic utopia. The only 
literary instrument, according to her, to 
account for the diversity of contemporary 
Basque reality. 



THE CHOICE OF THE 
DETECTIVE NOVEL SUBGENRE 

CAN AND MUST BE 
UNDERSTOOD IN THE LIGHT 
OF THIS MULTICULTURALIST 

AND POSTCOLONIALIST 
PROJECT.  

• The character of the detective, because he is 

an intruder by nature and a traveler by 

necessity, is indeed the ideal vector to 

describe the complexity of the Basque social 

fabric and to go through its geography. 

• The detective novel is here used as an 

instrument of popular education. 

• The aim is to educate the Basque readership 

about Basque cultural diversity (against the 

internal imperialism of the South, against the 

hegemonic drift of the cultural models of the 

center of the Basque system, but also against 

the reactionary tensions of the North) or 

the educate to sexual diversity (against 

misogyny and homophobia). 



2-THE DETECTIVE NOVEL 
ACCORDING TO BORDA 



ITXARO BORDA FOLLOWS  
THE PATTERN OF  

THE CLASSIC DETECTIVE NOVEL 

• In this series of novels built around the 

detective Amaia Ezpeldoi, the same 

succession of narrative sequences is always 

repeated, with minimal variations from one 

episode to the next. 

• The literary originality of Borda does not 

reside in the renewal or the attempt to 

renew the type of intrigues. 

• We are dealing with typical crime novels that 

respect the conventions and gender-specific 

framework. 

• We are often at the limit of parodic 

treatment of the genre, or at least in the face 

of a postmodern ironic treatment. 



WHY DID THE AUTHOR 
CHOOSE TO INVEST A GENRE 

THAT SHE DOES NOT SEEM 
TO TAKE VERY SERIOUSLY? 

• The crime novel possesses, by the nature of 

its main character, the faculty of easily 

reflecting the society it describes in all its 

sociological scope. 

• On the other hand, in the context of Basque 

letters, it is a relatively new and slightly 

eroded genre. 

• Finally, the detective novel, as a peripheral 

and minor literary genre, overcoded and for 

that reason symbolically dominated, appears 

as the ideal ground for challenging the 

domination of the center by speaking from 

the Basque geographical, cultural, linguistic or 

sexual peripheries. 



THE LITERARY REPRESENTATION 
OF A WHOLE SECTION OF 

BASQUE SOCIAL LIFE 
PREVIOUSLY INVISIBLE 

• The life of peripheral and ordinary 

peripheral Basque speakers, the life of 

associations and the social movement of the 

nationalist left, the life of the ikastolas, etc. 

• These aspects do not appear anywhere else 

in canonical contemporary Basque literary 

production. 

• In doing so, via the genre of the thriller, it 

offers a real literary alternative to the 

« white literature » of the center of the 

Basque literary system, dominated by 

heterosexual nationalist men from the 

central province of Gipuzkoa and by the 

"noble" theme of the political conflict with 

the Spanish state. 



A RURAL  
DETECTIVE NOVEL 

• The protagonist Amaia Ezpeldoi defines 

herself as a rural detective dealing with 

human crimes or disappearances but also 

disappearances of cattle. 

• These are novels with an ethnographic 

color. 

• It is inspired by the rural branch of the US 

detectvive novel, a subgenre itself derived 

from the movement of nature writing 

founded by Henry D. Thoreau. 

• Like Thoreau, Borda mixes the observation 

of nature with autobiographical 

considerations, in a genuinely lyrical tone. 

• It is inevitable to read also an implicit and 

ironic dialogue with the long Basque 

romantic tradition of the regionalist idyll. 



 
3-DETECTIVE NOVEL AND 

POPULAR LITERARY FORMS  
AT BORDA 

 



NOVELS MADE OF 
HETEROGENEOUS ELEMENTS 

• These elements all have one thing in 

common, their popular or low nature. The 

literature of Borda is written by the people, 

about the people and for the people. 

• Borda's writing is popular, accessible. She is 

not afraid to use clichés or stereotypical 

metaphors. 

• She resorts to certain narrative processes 

characteristic of popular novels (the direct 

address to the reader, as in the novels of 

Dickens, or in the tradition of the soap 

opera).  

• She sometimes adopts the most ordinary or 

vulgar registers of language, without 

worrying about the pedigree of her style. 



THE DIALOGUE WITH  
THE GENRE OF THE SONG. 

• The music that the narrator listens to or 

hums becomes the soundtrack of her 

adventures, as well as an indirect 

commentary on the action or thoughts of 

the protagonist. 

• Borda thus pays homage to a part of the 

popular literary tradition, recognizing by this 

permanent intertextual play, a cultural value 

equal to that of the novel. 

• She also makes us understand that she 

would like her novels to be consumed as 

songs are. 

• Mixing the popular Basque song and Basque 

rock in her many quotations she establishes 

a bridge between two eras and two styles, 

and claims the uniqueness of this tradition. 



THE LINK WITH  
THE ORAL SATIRICAL LITERARY 

TRADITION OF THE 
NORTHERN BASQUE COUNTRY.  

• Itxaro Borda hybrid the detective novel with 
popular satirical genres such as maskarada, 
tobera, bertsularism. 

• In this tradition it is a question of putting on 
the public square what does not work, to 
polemicize by satire, to purge or to fight the 
injustices by the laughter. 

• In this case, it is not the forms of these 
genres that are repeated but their spirit and 
their social functions. 

• Amaia Ezpeldoi is the one who moves the 
shit, without taboos, against the law of 
omerta, she is, in doing so, the spokesman of 
the people against the powerful. For her, as 
she says in a passage in the novel BB, all the 
truths are good to say. 



The narrator Amaia Ezpeldoi,  

like the protagonists of the popular satirical theater  

of the Northern Basque Country or the bertsolari,  

seeks and maintains an ambivalent relationship,  

even ambiguous, with the audience :  

she seeks the complicity in humor and lyricism,  

but she does not hesitate to provoke the readers  

and to make enemies by her positions and denunciations. 

She aims to federate the public by recurring to popular topoi  

(landscape, places of memory, cultural references that constitute  

the soundtrack of the collective experience of the Basque language community),  

but she also wants to bring discord and cathartic chaos. 



        Maskarada 



Tobera 



Bertsolaritza 



 
4-PSYCHOANALYSIS  

OF RURAL DETECTIVE 
 



A CRIME CAN HIDE 
ANOTHER 

• The investigation leads each time Amaia 

Ezpeldoi to discover that a second crime 

(social, ecological, political) coexists with 

the ordinary crime at the origin of the 

investigation. 

• But there exists in hexalogy a third crime, 

never named, and which is perhaps the 

keystone of hexalogy. 

• This is the crime of abnormality that 

Amaia feels guilty about, under social 

pressure of course. Because Amaia 

Ezpeldoi is in every way a freak. 

• She is a monster because Basque, woman, 

lesbian, proletarian and speaking in a 

peripheral and dying dialect.  

• The investigations she conducts will 

therefore serve, first and foremost, to 

combat her feelings of guilt. 



AN IDEOLOGICAL TURN 

• The nature of the paradigm of normality 

evolves over novels constituting hexalogy. 

• In the first episodes the court of normality 

that besieges the fortress of Amaia 

Ezpeldoi's psyche is that of the French-

Spanish imperialist-bourgeois-capitalist 

world. 

• In the last episodes, it is the Basque-

abertzalist-left community, supposedly 

progressive, which proves itself to be the 

purveyor of a new and oppressive well-

thought. 



CATHARTIC AND 
THERAPEUTIC FUNCTION OF 

DETECTIVE NOVEL 
IN BORDA’S  WORK 

• The polar serves to reveal the not-so-chic 

underwear of society. By revealing through 

his inquiries the hidden and unsavory side of 

normal society, Borda's heroin relieves her 

personal burden. 

• She manages to relativize her abnormality by 

comparing it to the true abnormality of the 

supposed normal society. 

• The catharsis finds its completion in the 

successive coming out of the heroin (that of 

her homosexuality, but also that of her non-

nationalism. 

• The real criminal of these novels is neither 

the local notable, nor the capitalist company 

or society, not even the politicians, but the 

idea of normality.  And this dictatorship of 

normality can come from everywhere, 

including the supposedly dominated 

periphery (which gives the denunciation of 

Amaia Ezpeldoi a universal dimension). 



CONCLUSIONS 



Itxaro Borda is halfway between the homage and the pastiche, even the parody, 

always in an ironic distance vis-à-vis the genre of the detective novel. 

 

The even-zoharienne law of the simplification / schematization of the imported 

literary repertory is thus verified in part in the case of the cycle of Itzaro Borda's 

polars. But the counter-law is also true. 

 

Borda proposes a hybridized and diverted version of the detective story and thus 

assigns new functions to the genre within the Basque literary system. 

 

Hybridization is done with the popular theatrical or poetic forms of the North 

Basque Country (maskarada, tobera mustra) and the bertsolarism and even the 

songwriting (both traditionnal and modern). 

 

Borda attributes a new function to her crime novels: she makes her six novels a deep 

and cathartic reflection on the individual and collective identity as well as the 

logbook of an inner transformation. 


